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ABSTRACT
Along﻿with﻿the﻿growing﻿use﻿of﻿twitter﻿as﻿a﻿tool﻿of﻿political﻿interaction,﻿recently,﻿there﻿has﻿also﻿been﻿
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As﻿such,﻿Twitter﻿ is﻿considered﻿ to﻿be﻿a﻿platform﻿that﻿can﻿facilitate﻿a﻿noticeable﻿ increase﻿ in﻿social﻿
interaction﻿(Fischer﻿&﻿Reuber﻿2011).
As﻿forefront﻿figures﻿at﻿local,﻿national﻿or﻿supranational﻿levels,﻿politicians﻿also﻿benefit﻿from﻿the﻿



















Accordingly,﻿ this﻿ study﻿ is﻿ an﻿ attempt﻿ to﻿ shed﻿ some﻿ light﻿on﻿ the﻿question﻿of﻿how﻿politicians﻿
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